
Selfie Stand Tripod PULUZ with Phone Clamp for Smartphones ( Ref: 5906168430992
Selfie Stand Tripod PULUZ with Phone Clamp for Smartphones (Red)

PULUZ Selfie Handle/Tripod with Phone Mount (Red)
Creating breathtaking content just got easier! The Puluz tripod allows for height adjustment up to 30.5 cm, while the ball joint provides
full control over camera positioning. You can also use it as a practical selfie stick, perfect for any journey.
 
Durable Construction
The  Puluz  PU637R  tripod  is  made  of  high-grade  aluminum  alloy,  ABS,  and  rubber  elements,  ensuring  quality  and  stability.  It's
shock-resistant and durable, guaranteeing long-lasting pleasure of use.
 
Maximum Comfort in a Compact Design
Despite its compact size, the PU637R handle offers great versatility. Adjustable height ranging from 13.5 to 30.5 cm allows for various
needs. When folded, the handle is only 16 cm tall, making it easy to fit into your bag or backpack. Now you can enjoy the convenience of
Puluz wherever you go!
 
Set Your Equipment Vertically and Horizontally
The universal gimbal ensures full control over your devices' orientation – you can set them both vertically and horizontally, ensuring the
perfect  frame  at  all  times!  This  allows  you  to  create  unique  vacation  photos,  record  emotional  videos,  or  conduct  smooth  online
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broadcasts, enjoying full freedom.
 
Wide Compatibility
The  standard  ¼-inch  screw  guarantees  compatibility  with  many  cameras  and  lighting  setups.  Additionally,  the  set  includes  a  phone
holder, allowing you to safely mount your phone on the tripod. The rubber finish protects your smartphone from falls and scratches.
 
 
ManufacturerPuluzModelPU637RColorBlack-RedMaterialAluminum Alloy  +  Rubber  +  ABSHeight  AdjustmentFrom 13.5  to  30.5  cmPhone
Mount Width AdjustmentFrom 6.2 to 9.2 cmWeight0.2 kg

Preço:

€ 11.50

Acessórios para telemóveis, Selfiesticks, Tripods
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